Union Volunteers Needed!

SUNCOAST YOUTH CONSERVATION CENTER
6650 Dickman Rd, Apollo Beach, FL 33572

Beginning in March

This project will be a tribute to the Power of Labor!

Thanks to a multi-year, collaborative effort between labor unions, multiple non-profits, a state agency, state wildlife foundation and industry partners, construction soon will begin on a wheelchair-accessible boardwalk and fishing pier at the Suncoast Youth Conservation Center (SYCC) in Apollo Beach, Florida.

The $600,000 project will give the 11,000 Florida youth and their families who participate in SYCC programs annually better firsthand access to the Gulf of Mexico’s inshore ecosystem, allowing visitors to study coastal marine habitats and learn to fish with minimal impact to the environment.

*We need your help* to complete this project and demonstrate to the public the impact of bringing union skills to conservation.

For more information, contact Rob Stroede at roberts@unionsportsmen.org.

Project Funding Provided By:
- Fish & Wildlife Foundation of Florida - $240,000
- Southern States Millwright Regional Council - $50,000
- The Saunders Foundation - $28,000
- Union Sportsmen’s Alliance - $20,000 + Volunteers
- Ben Hur Construction - $100,000 In-Kind Construction Costs
- Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission – Construction Materials
- Frank E. Duckwell Foundation - $10,000

Special Thanks to Our National Conservation Partners

PROVOST UMPHREY
LAW FIRM, L.L.P.
WE NEED YOUR HELP!

Volunteers will be needed to help install decking and railing system.

Apprentice programs are encouraged to get involved.

All trades are encouraged to participate.

For more information, contact Rob Stroede at 615-831-6770 or email roberts@unionsportsmen.org.